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is the definition of planning ahead
to age in place.
Now is your time to go forth and
thrive. Be like Jane!
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universal design. It’s not just about
safety and security, but also about
living well in their own home.

preparing for our later years is a
can that keeps getting kicked down
the road.

Jane sums it up best, “I think people often avoid thinking about getting older. Maybe it’s denial. Maybe
it’s fear. What I’ve learned is that
accepting life’s changes rather than
avoiding them allows you to make
the most of the situation. That includes how and where you live.
I would advise anyone to create
the home of your future now while
you can enthusiastically enjoy the
process. It was fun rather than
frustrating because I could do it
thoughtfully rather than in crisis.
And when you work with a good
quality contractor/remodeler, universal design is universally appealing to all ages.”

Every once in a blue moon, I come
across a forward-thinking client, like
Jane. After a medical diagnosis,
Jane found herself more reliant
on her motorized scooter to get
around. She didn’t want to just
add grab bars or install a higher
toilet. She wanted her new condo
to be a place that would allow her
to not only live safely, but to thrive.
Homeowners like Jane have flipped
the script on aging in place and

Not sure where to start? There
are several resources available
to find knowledgeable contractors. Look for a Certified Aging in
Place (CAPS) remodeler through
NAHB.com or Universal Design
Certified
Professional
(UDCP)
through NARImadison.org. Contractors with these designations
have undergone coursework to understand the intricacies of this specific type of remodeling project. In

Design Your Home for Life
What Are You WAITING FOR?
BY LARRY TAFF

Are you prepared to stay in your
home as you age? According to
AARP, 87 percent of adults 65+
want to stay in their current home. In
contrast, the number of adults who
plan for this option is surprisingly
small—less than 20 percent. As a
residential remodeling company
that specializes in universal-design
and aging-in-place improvements,
we see firsthand that most people
don’t feel they need to think about
aging-in-place updates until after
a fall or illness has occurred. We
prepare our homes for winter, we
save for retirement, but somehow
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short, they know their stuff. They
can provide an assessment of your
home, highlighting the areas of most
concern. They take that information
and combine it with the specific
needs of the homeowner to create
a detailed plan.
There are three key areas of a home
that are the foundation of a good
aging-in-place remodel: kitchen,
bathroom, and flooring. In Jane’s
condo, we were able to address all
three. We designed a more open
floor plan for the kitchen and living
areas. The kitchen is all universal design: forward controls on the cook
top, modified lower cabinets that
house easy-to-reach electrical outlets, and a lower countertop height
for food prep. New exceptionally
durable bamboo floors throughout make tricky transitions between
rooms a thing of the past. Relocating
the stacked washer-dryer unit from
a bathroom closet to the master walk-in closet allowed for a far
more accessible side-by-side washer-dryer and an unencumbered, spacious roll-in shower.
Thanks to Jane’s foresight, her
condo is now customized to her
specific needs and also has a room
for a future live-in care provider. This

Larry Taff, MCR, UDCP, GCP
& CAPS, is the owner of TZ of
Madison, Inc., which specializes in
residential remodeling and has been
recognized locally and nationally
for its residential universal-design
projects. Photos of this remodel and
all of its universal- design and agingin-place projects can be found
at TZofMadison.com. For more
information, call (608) 241-2967.

Sharing Active Independent
Lives (SAIL) is a local nonprofit
organization that connects
older adults with home and
personal services and resources
to help them live meaningful
active lives in the homes they
love. Earl is a longtime member
and volunteer of SAIL and
Taft is a prescreened service
provider. For more information
about SAIL, visit their website
at
sailtoday.org
or
call
(608) 230-4321. You may also
find their listing on page 103.
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